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RT @CitizenErased22: @ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia yes it did seem to me that it was a pretty poor story
line. Why take the baby away? For ...
09-Oct-12 18:59 | itsmotherswork

RT @strictlyJessa: The Eastenders plot line is unrealistic unhelpful & irresponsible. & why I don't watch such
crap.
#SWSCmedia ...

09-Oct-12 19:00 | Charlala555

RT @ProfSocialWork: British Association of #SocialWorkers (BASW) complains about East Enders:
http://t.co/slKbyA4q check out comments v ...
09-Oct-12 19:00 | LouiseWhite68

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @L0st4words Social workers outraged by EastEnders storyline about baby Lexi
http://t.co/jWal8zeV #swscmedia”
09-Oct-12 19:01 | Charlala555

Welcome to @SWSCMedia debate on #ChildProtection #SocialWork: Removing Children? Why, When, & How?
#SWSCMedia #socialcare
09-Oct-12 19:01 | SWSCmedia

Doubling up with #SWSCMedia and #GBBO tonight
09-Oct-12 19:01 | gotaspareticket

Debate about east enders portrayal about to start follow the hashtag >>> #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:02 | ProfSocialWork

We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC Eastenders portrayal of
#SocialWork #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:02 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia Y is it deemed right 2 remove babies from mothers 4 good reason but given to their mother, when
its her fault y this mother unfit
09-Oct-12 19:02 | BillHicks123

RT @SWSCmedia: We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC
Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWor ...
09-Oct-12 19:02 | Charlala555

RT @SWSCmedia: We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC
Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWor ...
09-Oct-12 19:02 | Canadian_Jai

In today’s debate we explore the role of #ChildProtection #SocialWork & in particular regarding removal of
children form families #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:02 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC
Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWor ...
09-Oct-12 19:03 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia what happened tonight #Eastenders #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:03 | gotaspareticket

So our 1st question is what is the role of #ChildProtection #SocialWork? & Is it really needed? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:03 | SWSCmedia

@gotaspareticket @SWSCmedia http://t.co/Y1HatcMl happened last week v inaccurate portrayal in east enders
of #socialworkers
09-Oct-12 19:05 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia yes it as so many recent case of child abuse have highlighted. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:05 | AngelMusik2011

We would like to explore the role of #childprotection #socialwork to shed light on the realities of the profession &
1/2 >> #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:05 | SWSCmedia

@Allsortsclub poor portrayal of #socialworkers. inaccurate portrayal of child protection system. #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:06 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia yes saw that. Were there any developments tonight? Was waiting for the
Guardian / court to sort it out #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:06 | gotaspareticket

@Allsortsclub leaving viewers with the impression that socialworkers take children away with little evidence
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:07 | ProfSocialWork

2/2 & to counter the distorted & misinformed portrayal of #socialwork by BBC's Eastenders. We hope #BBC will
#MakeitRight #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:07 | SWSCmedia

RT @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia yes it as so many recent case of child abuse have highlighted.
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:08 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia child protection is needed & saves lives of many children #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:08 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: We would like to explore the role of #childprotection #socialwork to shed light on the realities
of the profession & ...
09-Oct-12 19:09 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia I'm glad this is being picked up. I've been shouting at the screen for weeks. #Eastenders
#socialwork #childprotection
09-Oct-12 19:09 | bouquetcelia

RT @SWSCmedia: 2/2 & to counter the distorted & misinformed portrayal of #socialwork by BBC's Eastenders.
We hope #BBC will #Ma ...
09-Oct-12 19:09 | AngelMusik2011

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia child protection is needed & saves lives of many children #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:09 | Canadian_Jai

RT @SWSCmedia: We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC
Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWor ...
09-Oct-12 19:10 | bouquetcelia

@Hannahlalalala We changed our topic to shed light on the real dynamics of #ChildProtection due to #BBC's
wrong portrayal of #socialwork
09-Oct-12 19:10 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia I agree was shocking to watch and portrayed SW in v.negative light. Clearly lacked through
research of #socialwork #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:11 | AngelMusik2011

Social work vulnerable to media images because public have relatively little direct personal experience to
compare it with #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:11 | AbeLaurens

@SWSCmedia Sorry that you have had to change from original topic but thanks for doing so, it is appreciated.
Nushra.#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:11 | BASW_UK

@SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove children. Family courts
do. #SWSCMedia #MakeitRight
09-Oct-12 19:11 | TatteredandTorn

@SWSCmedia A1: To help parents keep children safe, and where they can't, to keep children safe away from
their parents.
Yes. It's needed.

09-Oct-12 19:11 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia absolutely! No question it us what it says on the tin Protection of our children @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:12 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia #swcsmedia I don't think I've been as angry at the sw portrayal as that in eastenders over the last
couple of weeks.
09-Oct-12 19:12 | Melbaandmabel

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia #swscmedia I agree Eastenders portrayal v negative but what can we expect of
a soap opera? It's fiction
09-Oct-12 19:12 | Harr_Ferguson

@sazza_jay agree we are ruled by code of conduct to respect service users #swscmedia what parts did u think
were worst?
09-Oct-12 19:13 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson We'll be asking question of media portrayal in this debate. But ppl needs to know what is really
the role of CP? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:13 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia child protection is in place to ensure a child has the best quality of life.
09-Oct-12 19:13 | Allsortsclub

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 19:13 | itsmotherswork

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Sorry that you have had to change from original topic but thanks for doing so, it
is appreciated. Nushra.#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:13 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson @profsocialwork @swscmedia we expect them to research what a job is before demonising it
09-Oct-12 19:13 | Melbaandmabel

@spursblogger @GdnSocialCare @BASW_UK what do you mean? use hashtag so everyone can see
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:13 | ProfSocialWork

@BillHicks123 @TatteredandTorn do you mean social workers will not be trust? use hashtag #swscmedia so
everyone can see tweets
09-Oct-12 19:15 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia But they can consult with sw profs and do (we have
experience of this) do a good job #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:15 | BASW_UK

RT @SWSCmedia: Very Special Thank U @uscsocialwork & Dean Flynn for inspiring 3 days of Leadership &
Global Conversation #USCGlo ...
09-Oct-12 19:15 | uscsocialwork

@TatteredandTorn Excellent point. But what is the role of #ChildProtection #SocialWork? What do they really
do? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:15 | SWSCmedia

@sazza_jay how was the mon & tues portrayal? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:15 | ProfSocialWork

RT @itsmotherswork: @SWSCmedia A1: To help parents keep children safe, and where they can't, to keep
children safe away from their paren ...
09-Oct-12 19:15 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson role of cp is to makes childs safety & wellbeing paramount in all cases yet
requires balance of risks #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:16 | AngelMusik2011

RT @HendryTina @SWSCmedia absolutely! No question it us what it says on the tin Protection of our children
@SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:16 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCMedia Formal #ChildProtection is societal protection of vulnerable children via the state through statute essentially #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:16 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia A1: To help parents keep children safe, & where they can't, to keep children safe away from their
parents.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:16 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia
Yes, it's needed.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:16 | itsmotherswork

@calconnor66 agree media portrayals influence perception society will have on our profession. #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:16 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Melbaandmabel @SWSCmedia #swcsmedia don't think I've been as angry at the sw portrayal as that in
eastenders over last couple of weeks.
09-Oct-12 19:17 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: @BASW_UK Welcome Nushra & Not at all. This issue needs to be addressed ASAP & we
hope that #BBC will #MakeitRight ...
09-Oct-12 19:17 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson yes but if #EE was spreading disinfo about eg. disability those groups would be up in arms.
With great power... #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:17 | gotaspareticket

@calconnor66 they should have consulted BASW #swscmedia before recording the show
09-Oct-12 19:17 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia #swscmedia Sorry, last tweet should have read and do a good job.Eastenders
groundbreaking re: DV, CSE, HIV AIDS
09-Oct-12 19:18 | BASW_UK

RT @itsmotherswork: @SWSCmedia A1: To help parents keep children safe, and where they can't, to keep
children safe away from their paren ...
09-Oct-12 19:18 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia #swscmedia The problem is not enough #socialworker to keep children safe, to go where other
profs fear to tread
09-Oct-12 19:18 | Harr_Ferguson

@Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork We should expect that #BBC w/c is paid for by all of us, would exercise
minimum of due diligence. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:18 | SWSCmedia

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson role of cp is to makes childs safety & wellbeing
paramount in all cases yet requires ...
09-Oct-12 19:18 | Canadian_Jai

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCMedia Formal #ChildProtection is societal protection of vulnerable children via the
state through statute - esse ...
09-Oct-12 19:18 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia #swscmedia The problem is not enough #socialworker to keep children
safe, to go where other profs fear to ...
09-Oct-12 19:19 | itsmotherswork

RT @ProfSocialWork: @calconnor66 agree media portrayals influence perception society will have on our
profession. #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:19 | Canadian_Jai

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 19:19 | SarahLSm

@HendryTina @sazza_jay @SWSC the concern is that some ppl will think this is what #socialwork is really like
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:19 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia But they can consult with sw profs and do
(we have experience of this) do a good ...
09-Oct-12 19:19 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson Would argue also that other professions need their professional confidence developing so can
work safely &...
@swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:19 | itsmotherswork

@ProfSocialWork @calconnor66 big failure on part of BBC to produce such inaccuracy. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:20 | AngelMusik2011

@Allsortsclub @SWSCmedia child protection is in place to ensure a child has the best quality of life.<< Excellent
point. Can U pls explain?
09-Oct-12 19:20 | SWSCmedia

@sazza_jay @HendryTina @SWSC #socialwork already has battles with services, cuts & image #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:20 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork @calconnor66 Same BBC consulted us on Holby City or its spin off a few months ago about
sw line so no excuse. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:20 | BASW_UK

@Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia
...effectively with families where there are risks, but those risks can be managed & children safe.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:20 | itsmotherswork

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson role of cp is to makes childs safety & wellbeing
paramount in all cases yet requires ...
09-Oct-12 19:20 | SWSCmedia

@AngelMusik2011 @Harr_Ferguson Excellent point. & How does #ChildProtection #SocialWork do that? Can
you give us some examples? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:21 | SWSCmedia

@sazza_jay @HendryTina @SWSCmedia do they portray all professors in a bad? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:21 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork the media doesn't care how it portrays people, it is bothered
about money, ratings #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:21 | BPDFFS

RT @BASW_UK: @ProfSocialWork @calconnor66 Same BBC consulted us on Holby City or its spin off a few
months ago about sw line so no excus ...
09-Oct-12 19:21 | gotaspareticket

@BASW_UK @calconnor66 what happened here? why no consultation? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:22 | ProfSocialWork

@gotaspareticket #swscmedia Yes. But what does #socialwork do to represent positive images of itself eg like
disability campaigns?
09-Oct-12 19:22 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @ForSocialWork Formal #ChildProtection is societal protection of vulnerable children via the state thru
statute - essentially #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:22 | SWSCmedia

@itsmotherswork @Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia So important that we engage families and community and get
trust.Such tv progs damaging #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:22 | BASW_UK

RT @SWSCmedia: @Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork We should expect that #BBC w/c is paid for by all of us,
would exercise minimum of due di ...
09-Oct-12 19:22 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia #swscmedia The problem is not enough #socialworker to keep children
safe, to go where other profs fear to ...
09-Oct-12 19:22 | AngelMusik2011

@ForSocialWork is it really necessary? & How does it operate? What is its importance? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:22 | SWSCmedia

@Topcat__50 Hi. Don' t forget #swscmedia hashtag. Yes, it is ludicrous for them to suggest that we would do
that.
09-Oct-12 19:23 | ForSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Seen comments online like 'At last, the truth is out!' from 'child snatcher'
conspiracy theorists who believe Ea ...
09-Oct-12 19:23 | scootuk7

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia #swscmedia The problem is not enough #socialworker to keep children
safe, to go where other profs fear to ...
09-Oct-12 19:23 | SWSCmedia

RT @AbeLaurens: Shame as BBC have produced excellent documentaries on social work in the last year,
realistic, powerful and emotional #s ...
09-Oct-12 19:23 | itsmotherswork

@ProfSocialWork @calconnor66 This is what we are trying to establish in our representations at the moment. I
really don't know #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:23 | BASW_UK

@BPDFFS @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson remember the hastag #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:23 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork @hendrytina @sazza_jay @swsc Yes this is a big concern. Agreed. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:23 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @AbeLaurens: Shame as BBC have produced excellent documentaries on social work in the last year,
realistic, powerful and emotional #s ...
09-Oct-12 19:24 | Melbaandmabel

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 19:24 | AmyCress

@ProfSocialWork @swsc agreed, media sensationalise trauma and negative aspects! Rarely highlight positives,
and good work #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:24 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson Can you elaborate that please? & Does that justify the Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWork?
#SWSCMEDIA
09-Oct-12 19:24 | SWSCmedia

@AbeLaurens Yes, and won awards for doing so, which makes this a real step back. Nushra #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:24 | BASW_UK

RT @BASW_UK: @ProfSocialWork @calconnor66 Same BBC consulted us on Holby City or its spin off a few
months ago about sw line so no excus ...
09-Oct-12 19:24 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia A listening ear, a safe person, advocate, counsellor, parent advisor, assessor, supervisor,
evidence collector, #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:24 | TatteredandTorn

RT@Allsortsclub @SWSCmedia removal of a child by social workers would only be in extreme case of known
abuse/neglect #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:24 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: Social workers outraged by EastEnders storyline about baby Lexi http://t.co/KiFoHD2A via
@guardian #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:25 | sheepfoldcarer

RT @Topcat__50: @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia. Ludicrous to suggest a call from the police we could call
and remove a child the mind boggles ...
09-Oct-12 19:26 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia It is necessary. It operates by social consent in effect. It is important because otherwise there
would be a vacuum #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:26 | ForSocialWork

@Topcat__50 @ForSocialWork Excellent point Tracy. Can you explain that further please? #SWSCmedia
#socialwork
09-Oct-12 19:26 | SWSCmedia

RT @Melbaandmabel: @Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia that is true, however we work really hard to do our best
and keep the children we know abou ...
09-Oct-12 19:26 | SWSCmedia

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCmedia It is necessary. It operates by social consent in effect. It is important
because otherwise there would be ...
09-Oct-12 19:26 | itsmotherswork

RT @TrishO1: @bouquetcelia @SWSCmedia Agree totally, as SW student of only 4 weeks been doing same &
ranting to my family re BBC irr ...
09-Oct-12 19:26 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: RT@Allsortsclub @SWSCmedia removal of a child by social workers would only be in
extreme case of known abuse/neglect #SW ...
09-Oct-12 19:27 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia @Allsortsclub Extreme would mean significant harm plus no way of keeping child safe at home.
That's the theory #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:27 | annehollows

#swscmedia seems #socialwork is having a bad week 1st EE BBC portrayal & then new training programme
proposed. its political sw football
09-Oct-12 19:27 | ProfSocialWork

RT @itsmotherswork: @Harr_Ferguson @swscmedia
...effectively with families where there are risks, but those risks can be managed & ...
09-Oct-12 19:27 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork I think that a problem is the limited awareness means that 'social consent' is not real.
@swscmedia
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:27 | itsmotherswork

RT @BPDFFS: @SWSCmedia @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork the media doesn't care how it portrays people,
it is bothered about money, ratings ...
09-Oct-12 19:27 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia I missed tonight. Assume it hasn't got to court yet? Portrayal could be slightly redeemed if the
court refuse the ICO #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:27 | gotaspareticket

RT @SWSCmedia: RT@Allsortsclub @SWSCmedia removal of a child by social workers would only be in
extreme case of known abuse/neglect #SW ...
09-Oct-12 19:27 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia @Allsortsclub yes very true, family court will always try where possible, to keep child with family
members/unit #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:28 | AngelMusik2011

#socialwork is finally answering back #swscmedia following #eastenders fiasco. I'm still up for picketing the studio
http://t.co/kHZ0rJAA
09-Oct-12 19:28 | custodywidow

@itsmotherswork Yes, that's a challenging issue, I agree. Social consent is enhanced by accurate public
awareness #SWSCMedia @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:29 | ForSocialWork

#swscmedia protecting our children was A+ great vibe on twitter & every sw in the country felt good & now this
#stepbackward
09-Oct-12 19:29 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: British Association of #SocialWorkers (BASW) complains about East Enders:
http://t.co/slKbyA4q check out comments v ...
09-Oct-12 19:29 | custodywidow

Although I have met social workers like the one portrayed in #Eastenders to be utterly honest. Not often but they
exist #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:29 | gotaspareticket

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A listening ear, a safe person, advocate, counsellor, parent advisor,
assessor, supervisor, evidence col ...
09-Oct-12 19:29 | calconnor66

@itsmotherswork @ForSocialWork @swscmedia that is so true
09-Oct-12 19:29 | TatteredandTorn

@BPDFFS @Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork What about responsibility for due diligence? #BBC in paid for by
us all. #MakeitRight #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:29 | SWSCmedia

@itsmotherswork @ForSocialWork @swscmedia Feels like your stuck in a catch 22 situation.
09-Oct-12 19:29 | Hannahlalalala

RT @itsmotherswork: @ForSocialWork @swscmedia
I mean, many people don't think CP social workers intervene soon enough & others thin ...
09-Oct-12 19:29 | Melbaandmabel

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 19:29 | babyhart

RT @custodywidow: #socialwork is finally answering back #swscmedia following #eastenders fiasco. I'm still up
for picketing the studio h ...
09-Oct-12 19:30 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia press most def. police target regularly, Nhs what they have done "wrong" rarely
what went well #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:30 | HendryTina

RT @ProfSocialWork: Debate about east enders portrayal about to start follow the hashtag >>> #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:30 | kerrykerr1

@TatteredandTorn @itsmotherswork Don;t forget #swscmedia hashtag @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:31 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia, they really dont have a reason to portray social workers in such a bad light. They
have used social workers before!!!
09-Oct-12 19:31 | Hannahlalalala

@ForSocialWork @swscmedia
Few people really understand what the thresholds are (I don't sometimes & work with SW)
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:31 | itsmotherswork

@ProfSocialWork don't be disheartened SWs, addressing this issue through #swscmedia debate will help correct
misconceptions. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:31 | AngelMusik2011

#swscmedia we need to express ourselves around these issues always advocating for others but not our
profession. #socialwork
09-Oct-12 19:31 | ProfSocialWork

@Hannahlalalala @itsmotherswork Don't forget #swscmedia hashtag @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:32 | ForSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I agree. Myths abound in CP & this will feed into #resistantparents justification for
non cooperation
09-Oct-12 19:32 | custodywidow

RT @itsmotherswork: @ForSocialWork @swscmedia
Few people really understand what the thresholds are (I don't sometimes & work with S ...
09-Oct-12 19:32 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia I think it would go back to original debate re: social construction of childhood and flawed rights
agenda #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:32 | BASW_UK

@SWSCmedia because sometimes we've got it wrong and the media is all over for us. Damned if we do,
damned if we don't
09-Oct-12 19:32 | Melbaandmabel

& then, Why is there this continued negative portrayal of #childprotection #socialwork? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

@itsmotherwork BBC wd rather vilify public sector workers instead of engaging in political issues causing
problems in care system #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:32 | sazza_jay

RT @ProfSocialWork: #swscmedia we need to express ourselves around these issues always advocating for
others but not our profession. #so ...
09-Oct-12 19:32 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Hannahlalalala: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia, they really dont have a reason to portray social workers in
such a bad light. They have used ...
09-Oct-12 19:32 | SWSCmedia

RT @itsmotherswork: @ForSocialWork @swscmedia
I mean, many people don't think CP social workers intervene soon enough & others thin ...
09-Oct-12 19:32 | ForSocialWork

@AngelMusik2011 @ProfSocialWork Good on all those who registered their protest today by getting involved
and tweeting etc #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:33 | BASW_UK

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 2: If the role of CP is to work with families to ensure the best outcomes for children.
Then why is it so misund ...
09-Oct-12 19:33 | Canadian_Jai

@annehollows really worrying situation will only make #socialwork weaker #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:33 | ProfSocialWork

@itsmotherswork @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia interesting point, what would help you to gain more
clarification? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:33 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Chocolate_Girly @SWSCmedia it right put me off wanting to study it ! You havent washed up im taking
your baby.... #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:33 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: & then, Why is there this continued negative portrayal of #childprotection #socialwork?
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:34 | Canadian_Jai

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia @Allsortsclub yes very true, family court will always try where possible, to
keep child with family membe ...
09-Oct-12 19:34 | SWSCmedia

All my other followers, especially #bhafc, ignore the #SWSCMedia tweets - it's a geeky social work thing ;-)
09-Oct-12 19:34 | gotaspareticket

@custodywidow yes they are looking for a bad guy and it seems social work fits #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:34 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia @forsocialwork Excellent. Key issue is acceptable threshold for intervening
to remove ch. Consensus possib ...
09-Oct-12 19:34 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia @forsocialwork Excellent. Key issue is acceptable threshold for intervening
to remove ch. Consensus possib ...
09-Oct-12 19:34 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia, Im sure they could have used their contacts they used for the documentry ?
09-Oct-12 19:34 | Hannahlalalala

@SWSCmedia Misunderstood because people like to think that it's all just "common sense" and when they think
they can't see...
#SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:34 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia because people dont understand what we do until we have to intervene and when we do it
causes resentment #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:34 | TatteredandTorn

@Harr_Ferguson #swscmedia #disruptivesocialcarepodcast #gcutalkingswpodcast. Easy to make, let's get some
more
09-Oct-12 19:34 | bonklesoul

@SWSCmedia It is not an exact science, risk cannot be eliminated and cases that go wrong highlighted and r
benhnchmark wrongly #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:35 | BASW_UK

@SWSCmedia Fear. Which is understandable, and operates on many levels. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:35 | ForSocialWork

RT @custodywidow: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I agree. Myths abound in CP & this will feed into
#resistantparents justification for n ...
09-Oct-12 19:35 | HendryTina

@ProfSocialWork #swscmedia #socialwork my only hope is thw sw gets in trouble for removal without consent,
or evidence #whatriskassessment
09-Oct-12 19:36 | calconnor66

Trying to take part in the @SWSCmedia media debate with 140 characters is difficult tonight! #swscmedia
#eastenders
09-Oct-12 19:36 | kerrykerr1

@Harr_Ferguson @ForSocialWork Excellent question. What are the actual steps involved in removing children
form their families? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:36 | SWSCmedia

Who gets the tougher time in the media...? Police, teachers or social workers? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:36 | gotaspareticket

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 2: If the role of CP is to work with families to ensure the best outcomes for children.
Then why is it so misund ...
09-Oct-12 19:36 | ProfSocialWork

@gotaspareticket This likely to be #eastenders defence #swscmedia. How might we show all media what good
sw is?
09-Oct-12 19:36 | Harr_Ferguson

@kerrykerr1 Pls try using a sequence of tweets. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:37 | SWSCmedia

#swscmedia which then creates a mindset that social workers are only there to interfere and take away your
children without offering help
09-Oct-12 19:37 | Allsortsclub

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia It is not an exact science, risk cannot be eliminated and cases that go wrong
highlighted and r benhnchmark wron ...
09-Oct-12 19:37 | SWSCmedia

RT @kerrykerr1: Trying to take part in the @SWSCmedia media debate with 140 characters is difficult tonight!
#swscmedia #eastenders
09-Oct-12 19:37 | Canadian_Jai

@swscmedia CP shifts and changes due to circumstances of each case. Did well it should be different every time
EE exploits this 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:37 | bonklesoul

@AngelMusik2011 Laming said there should be no thresholds -I agree with him on that. Law is threshold.
@itsmotherswork @SWSCmedia #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:37 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia maybe due to the varies dynamics found in all individual families - one theory does not work for
all. Its so complex #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:38 | AngelMusik2011

RT @itsmotherswork: @SWSCmedia Misunderstood because people like to think that it's all just "common
sense" and when they think they can ...
09-Oct-12 19:38 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson more documentaries would help, right from the front line #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:38 | gotaspareticket

RT @BASW_UK: @AngelMusik2011 @ProfSocialWork Good on all those who registered their protest today by
getting involved and tweeting etc # ...
09-Oct-12 19:38 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Allsortsclub: #swscmedia news only seems to mention negative side of social work. It does not mention the
hours of family visits to ...
09-Oct-12 19:38 | Harr_Ferguson

@SWSCmedia @forsocialwork yes gvt legislation,Sw dont make law they adhere to it ensuring breach is deLt
with as per legislation #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:38 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia A2: our role & what we do is not accepted in society. social work & social workers are
scapegoated #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:38 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia why is there a constant need to justify our profession? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:39 | kerrykerr1

@SWSCmedia Basically Police can do it (Police Protection) or we go to court with an application for an order
@Harr_Ferguson #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:39 | ForSocialWork

@gotaspareticket SWs - we don't even have our own soap so never get to be a fave character! Nushra :)
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:39 | BASW_UK

@itsmotherswork Unfortunately, "Common sense" seems to be the most "Uncommon sense". #BBC
#MakeitRight #SWSCMedia #SocialWork #SocialCare
09-Oct-12 19:39 | SWSCmedia

@SocialWorkKent yes, isn't that ironic when we all do such important work (along with others) #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:39 | gotaspareticket

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia because people dont understand what we do until we have to intervene
and when we do it causes resentment ...
09-Oct-12 19:40 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork @itsmotherswork @SWSCmedia yes cp law provides a threshold. How effective it is, is another
matter? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:40 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia @forsocialwork partnership working, all profession have responsibility GIRFEC #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:40 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia @forsocialwork partnership working, all profession have responsibility GIRFEC #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:40 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia eastenders like any soap uses melodrama to portray stories which have little
basis in reality #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 19:40 | jlwestwood

@TatteredandTorn Why not? Why don't they understand what we do? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:40 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson @ForSocialWork #SWSCMedia never seen any evidence of the steps.
Involved just a stream of inaccuracies.
09-Oct-12 19:41 | calconnor66

@vickster32 @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson Use it and don't forget it is about common sense
09-Oct-12 19:41 | bonklesoul

@SWSCmedia @basw_uk #swscmedia first it has to be identified that the child has suffered or is likely to suffer
significant harm
09-Oct-12 19:41 | Melbaandmabel

@SWSCmedia A2: difficult to accept that some parents do harm children & action is needed to help. no easy
answers in #socialwork #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:41 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia Yes and if we believe in the rights of the child and are a
signatory then it is mandatory. Nushra ...
09-Oct-12 19:41 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia because of how CP social work is portrayed by mainstream media - a la Eastenders!
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 19:41 | CompaneroDave

@kerrykerr1 @SWSCmedia You are right. Question should be, do we want a cp system in this country? Is it
important? Nushra #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:41 | BASW_UK

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia because people dont understand what we do until we have to intervene
and when we do it causes resentment ...
09-Oct-12 19:41 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: We changed our topic with a very short notice due to the terrible inaccuracies in #BBC
Eastenders portrayal of #SocialWor ...
09-Oct-12 19:41 | Emily_sw88

RT @Ermintrude2: When the govt is attacking those who have least, is the most important debate in SW really
about EE? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:42 | kerrykerr1

RT @kerrykerr1: @SWSCmedia why is there a constant need to justify our profession? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:42 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia It is not an exact science, risk cannot be eliminated and cases that go wrong
highlighted and r benhnchmark wron ...
09-Oct-12 19:42 | AngelMusik2011

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia A2: difficult to accept that some parents do harm children & action is
needed to help. no easy answer ...
09-Oct-12 19:43 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia I would say because people do perceive us as child snatchers and all you ever
read in the media is negativity.
09-Oct-12 19:43 | Hannahlalalala

@gotaspareticket I would say that our colleagues in other professions are also attacked by govt cuts ( as is SW)
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:43 | SocialWorkKent

@ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia I agree.
09-Oct-12 19:43 | AngelMusik2011

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 19:43 | Katy_Intueri

@ProfSocialWork we are now the comedy villain #swscmedia #childsnatcher for EE. I recall they had good
advice for adoption story previously
09-Oct-12 19:43 | custodywidow

@Canadian_Jai @kerrykerr1 @SWSCmedia #swscmedia #eastenders what about the balance of rights, risks
and responsibilities. #workingtogether
09-Oct-12 19:43 | calconnor66

@kerrykerr1 @SWSCmedia some professionals think they can do a better job & some ppl even think there is no
need for #socialwork 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:43 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia and even when we are given a chance to talk I.E this morning we still get a
negative image.
09-Oct-12 19:43 | Hannahlalalala

That description I gave was England / Wales only by the way, Scotland different law #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:43 | ForSocialWork

Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is risk of serious harm.
#SWSCMedia #SocialWork
09-Oct-12 19:43 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia A2: our role & what we do is not accepted in society. social work & social
workers are scapegoat ...
09-Oct-12 19:43 | Canadian_Jai

#swscmedia Huge dilemmas in long term neglect cases where ch being harmed despite lots support for parents.
In to care worse?
09-Oct-12 19:44 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCmedia Basically Police can do it (Police Protection) or we go to court with an
application for an order @Harr_Fe ...
09-Oct-12 19:44 | Canadian_Jai

#swscmedia it's awful being portrayed as a villain when you are just doing your job, it hurts. I would just keep
doing a good job #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:44 | BPDFFS

RT @Topcat__50: @SWSCmedia @ForSocialWork #SWSCmedia #socialwork early inter often lacks trust from
SU if this portrayal is seen as fact ...
09-Oct-12 19:44 | ForSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is
risk of serious harm. #SWSCMed ...
09-Oct-12 19:44 | Hannahlalalala

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia A2: difficult to accept that some parents do harm children & action is
needed to help. no easy answer ...
09-Oct-12 19:44 | Canadian_Jai

#SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Duty has kept me away during the chat- checking in now though- hope all is well.
09-Oct-12 19:45 | glengaugh

@justamereplod not strange when you maintain integrity & are prepared to stand up for self & others like police &
SWs #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:45 | custodywidow

RT @BASW_UK: @kerrykerr1 @Ermintrude2 Yes because when arguing against scarce resources we don't
need to be portrayed as useless Nushr ...
09-Oct-12 19:45 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork there is no due diligence anymore, this government has made
sure of that #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:45 | BPDFFS

@SWSCmedia they may not have to right to do it but doesn't mean the wont!
09-Oct-12 19:45 | PainIntoPeace

@SWSCmedia correct and a SW would require a court order to do so. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:45 | AngelMusik2011

As an aside, I always struggle with the idea of 'trust' in CP. What do we mean when we want parents to 'trust' us?
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:45 | gotaspareticket

@BASW_UK @harr_ferguson @swscmedia maybe they did -they've got us all talking though! I haven't watched
it for years #soapopera #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 19:45 | jlwestwood

@SWSCmedia emotions can blur rational #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:46 | HendryTina

@BASW_UK @kerrykerr1 agree & important to stand up for our profession. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:46 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BPDFFS: @SWSCmedia @harr_ferguson @profsocialwork there is no due diligence anymore, this
government has made sure of that #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:46 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is
risk of serious harm. #SWSCMed ...
09-Oct-12 19:46 | Canadian_Jai

RT @ProfSocialWork: @BASW_UK @kerrykerr1 agree & important to stand up for our profession. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:46 | Hannahlalalala

@SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for misconceptions or mistakes not the good work we
do #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:46 | TatteredandTorn

@BPDFFS @SWSCmedia @harr_ferguson agree v worrying #swscmedia how will all of this impact the
profession
09-Oct-12 19:47 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia Ha ha... this always goes too fast for me, lol. Especially when #GBBO is on :-) #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:47 | gotaspareticket

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:47 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia that should be the case yes but I don't think anyone can say that the rules are followed properly
everywhere
09-Oct-12 19:47 | PainIntoPeace

RT @Ant_Vaughan: RT to show disapproval @BBCEastenders lack of consultation with the #socialwork
#socialcare storyline @BASW_UK @SWSCmed ...
09-Oct-12 19:47 | sarahcockle0709

@SWSCmedia just to clarify ,"harm" includes physical as well as psychological #cp #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:47 | Canadian_Jai

Except in cases of emergency where there is imminent risk of serious harm removal of children requires
appropriate court order. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:47 | SWSCmedia

agree @ForSocialWork: @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia A court order or Police Protection for 72 hours
#swscmedia"
09-Oct-12 19:48 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia > ( & EE)!!!
09-Oct-12 19:48 | kerrykerr1

RT @gotaspareticket: As an aside, I always struggle with the idea of 'trust' in CP. What do we mean when we
want parents to 'trust' us? ...
09-Oct-12 19:48 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia not in Scotland!
09-Oct-12 19:48 | PainIntoPeace

#SWSCMedia when all efforts if resolution have been exhausted to kept family together, supervisor meeting,
solicitor advice and court order
09-Oct-12 19:48 | Allsortsclub

@SWSCmedia @ForSocialWork #SWSCmedia #socialwork self ref for those needing support is already difficult
to encourage, this will deter that
09-Oct-12 19:48 | Topcat__50

RT @ProfSocialWork: @SWSCmedia A2: our role & what we do is not accepted in society. social work & social
workers are scapegoat ...
09-Oct-12 19:48 | HendryTina

RT @Topcat__50: @SWSCmedia @ForSocialWork #SWSCmedia #socialwork self ref for those needing support
is already difficult to encourage, t ...
09-Oct-12 19:48 | ForSocialWork

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCmedia Basically Police can do it (Police Protection) or we go to court with an
application for an order @Harr_Fe ...
09-Oct-12 19:48 | HendryTina

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:49 | AngelMusik2011

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for misconceptions or mistakes
not the good work we do #SWSC ...
09-Oct-12 19:49 | Canadian_Jai

RT @TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for misconceptions or mistakes
not the good work we do #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:49 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Except in cases of emergency where there is imminent risk of serious harm removal of
children requires appropriate court ...
09-Oct-12 19:49 | Canadian_Jai

RT @kerrykerr1: RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as
the very last resort. #SWS ...
09-Oct-12 19:49 | gotaspareticket

@TatteredandTorn Why is that? can you elaborate on that please? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:49 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: @BASW_UK @kerrykerr1 agree & important to stand up for our profession. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:49 | kerrykerr1

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for misconceptions or mistakes
not the good work we do #SWSC ...
09-Oct-12 19:49 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for
misconceptions or mistakes not the good work ...
09-Oct-12 19:49 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia @TatteredandTorn maybe its about time that changed. I can see that happening :) #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:50 | AngelMusik2011

RT @calconnor66: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia #socialwork my only hope is thw sw gets in trouble for removal
without consent, or evidence ...
09-Oct-12 19:50 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @AngelMusik2011 @ProfSocialWork Good on all those who registered their protest today by
getting involved and tweeting etc # ...
09-Oct-12 19:50 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Except in cases of emergency where there is imminent risk of serious harm removal of
children requires appropriate court ...
09-Oct-12 19:51 | ForSocialWork

@Melbaandmabel agree we see the results so quickly #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:51 | ProfSocialWork

RT @AngelMusik2011: @ProfSocialWork don't be disheartened SWs, addressing this issue through #swscmedia
debate will help correct misconc ...
09-Oct-12 19:51 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: #swscmedia we need to express ourselves around these issues always advocating for
others but not our profession. #so ...
09-Oct-12 19:51 | strictlyJessa

@TatteredandTorn #socialwork does not represent the good work it does even to itself never mind to others
#swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 19:52 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @custodywidow: @ProfSocialWork #swscmedia I agree. Myths abound in CP & this will feed into
#resistantparents justification for n ...
09-Oct-12 19:52 | ProfSocialWork

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia that should be the case yes but I don't think anyone can say that the rules
are followed properly everywhere
09-Oct-12 19:52 | SWSCmedia

@TatteredandTorn @swscmedia we only ever try to do good work, we're human & assessment is not an exact
science. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:52 | custodywidow

@PainIntoPeace Can you elaborate on that please? Thank you. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:52 | SWSCmedia

@custodywidow takes so long to break down the myths but they are created so quickly #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:52 | ProfSocialWork

RT @calconnor66: @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson #swscmedia but the sw on eastenders
had neither, nor were the risks signific ...
09-Oct-12 19:52 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia I dont know why but it's always the social worker who gets criticised even when there are other
agencies involved #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:53 | TatteredandTorn

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 3: Why is #socialwork so often depicted negatively? Are the press misinformed? or
is this purposeful distortion? ...
09-Oct-12 19:53 | AngelMusik2011

@calconnor66 @ForSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson Precisely. Why then this distorted portrayal of #SocialWork?
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:53 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia as someone who's had a lot of social workers, iv had very bad experiences with
them so I guess that is why!
09-Oct-12 19:53 | PainIntoPeace

@SWSCmedia Some press can be objective but those that can't often have an agenda as we know and want to
feed that no matter what. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:54 | BASW_UK

RT @calconnor66: @SWSCmedia @Harr_Ferguson @ForSocialWork #SWSCMedia never seen any evidence
of the steps. Involved just a stream of ina ...
09-Oct-12 19:54 | HendryTina

RT @BASW_UK: @kerrykerr1 @Ermintrude2 Yes because when arguing against scarce resources we don't
need to be portrayed as useless Nushr ...
09-Oct-12 19:54 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia Media some blame, need newsworthy "story" 2 sell papers etc look for scapegoat rather than
looking at root of issues.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:54 | strictlyJessa

RT @PainIntoPeace @SWSCmedia they may not have to right to do it but doesn't mean the wont! << Important
point. Can U elaborate on that pls?
09-Oct-12 19:54 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:55 | HendryTina

RT @Topcat__50: @SWSCmedia @ForSocialWork #SWSCmedia #socialwork self ref for those needing support
is already difficult to encourage, t ...
09-Oct-12 19:55 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork following theoretical story thread where EE SW is disciplined! Can't win as discredited by both
storylines #swscmedia #nowin
09-Oct-12 19:55 | custodywidow

@SWSCmedia Press have access to correct information, #socialwork along with the police & CPS in particular
often mis represented #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:56 | lillieputian

RT @AngelMusik2011: @ProfSocialWork don't be disheartened SWs, addressing this issue through #swscmedia
debate will help correct misconc ...
09-Oct-12 19:56 | kerrykerr1

I think that misconceptions are a byproduct of previous failures and they "haunt" the profession longer than they
need too. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:56 | Canadian_Jai

Sometimes the negative experiences just seem to override the great experiences that social work has given to
families #SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:56 | AuntyPri

RT @strictlyJessa: @SWSCmedia Media some blame, need newsworthy "story" 2 sell papers etc look for
scapegoat rather than looking at root ...
09-Oct-12 19:56 | SWSCmedia

@kerrykerr1 imo 3 things here 1. how is the service structured 2. professional autonomy 3. inter agency
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:56 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia not enough positive reporting of #socialwork could be a factor. SWs are too busy helping others
to request recognition #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:56 | AngelMusik2011

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Some press can be objective but those that can't often have an agenda as we
know and want to feed that no matter ...
09-Oct-12 19:57 | SWSCmedia

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia I took this pic of gratitude to #socialwork in a sw office today. Such positivity
much needed 3/3 http://t ...
09-Oct-12 19:57 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia it's like an professional, they have the power and control...they can either use it to
help or just do what they want
09-Oct-12 19:57 | PainIntoPeace

RT @BPDFFS: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia @harr_ferguson my opinion, from someone who has a CC SW
not at all Many people have good experien ...
09-Oct-12 19:57 | SWSCmedia

RT @HendryTina: @ForSocialWork police in Scotland can remove a child under emergency child prot leg
Children's Scot Act 1996 #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:58 | ForSocialWork

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia as someone who's had a lot of social workers, iv had very
bad experiences with them so I guess ...
09-Oct-12 19:58 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson I've seen similar in other offices I have visited #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:58 | SocialWorkKent

@AngelMusik2011 @forsocialwork @swscmedia
Sorry! Stepped away to put own kids to bed.
Think that colleagues from other profs..
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:58 | itsmotherswork

Agree @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia Needs to be far more acknowledgment by #socialwork itself of the good it
does and the thanks it gets 2/3"
09-Oct-12 19:58 | AngelMusik2011

TY to everyone @SWSCmedia for debate tonight. Made some new friends, had a rant, learnt along the way.
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 19:58 | kerrykerr1

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia I took this pic of gratitude to #socialwork in a sw office today. Such positivity
much needed 3/3 http://t ...
09-Oct-12 19:58 | custodywidow

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia I took this pic of gratitude to #socialwork in a sw office today. Such positivity
much needed 3/3 http://t ...
09-Oct-12 19:58 | ForSocialWork

The media and social work - my chapter in forthcoming Sage publication - Key concepts in social work
@AMLTaylor66 @bonklesoul #SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 19:58 | jlwestwood

@AngelMusik2011 @forsocialwork @swscmedia
...need more opportunities for frank conversations about risks & protective factors.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 19:58 | itsmotherswork

@custodywidow hope BBC takes the complaint seriously & hope it impacts storyline decision making?
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:58 | ProfSocialWork

@AngelMusik2011 @forsocialwork @swscmedia
...that too, but harder to achieve because of consent issues.
Not fair to be...

09-Oct-12 19:59 | itsmotherswork

#SWSCmedia
@itsmotherswork Very much agree @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 19:59 | ForSocialWork

@jlwestwood @amltaylor66 @bonklesoul look forward to that, there are key messages in a number of research
pieces re: Media/SW #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:59 | SocialWorkKent

I heard it said that 'good' works at the wrong speed for the media, it's slow, gradual, it builds. Bad = fast, sudden,
media pace #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 19:59 | gotaspareticket

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia it's like an professional, they have the power and
control...they can either use it to help or ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | SWSCmedia

@AngelMusik2011 @forsocialwork @swscmedia
...tourists in other people's challenging or unhappy lives.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:00 | itsmotherswork

@Chocolate_Girly @SWSCmedia asking those who received assistance of SW to report positive experience will
also highlight this #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:00 | AngelMusik2011

RT @jlwestwood: The media and social work - my chapter in forthcoming Sage publication - Key concepts in
social work @AMLTaylor66 @bonkl ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | AMLTaylor66

RT @BPDFFS: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia @harr_ferguson my opinion, from someone who has a CC SW
not at all Many people have good experien ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Some press can be objective but those that can't often have an agenda as we
know and want to feed that no matter ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | AngelMusik2011

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia it's like an professional, they have the power and
control...they can either use it to help or ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia good social workers are amazing, but why focus on the good if we can learn from
the mistakes of those not so good
09-Oct-12 20:00 | PainIntoPeace

@MarkGKirshner @BBC Thank you Mark. Why this continued misinformed distortion? don't they have
responsibility for due diligence? #SWSCMeda
09-Oct-12 20:00 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork @angelmusik2011 @swscmedia
Agree with this too (and actually tend to talk about risks / levels of need at work)
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:00 | itsmotherswork

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia not enough positive reporting of #socialwork could be a factor. SWs are
too busy helping others to reques ...
09-Oct-12 20:00 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork fancy making up some placards & joining me on a SW picket line outside the studio?
#swscmedia #nottakingitlyingdown
09-Oct-12 20:01 | custodywidow

RT @chrisman125: #swscmedia LAC understand the role of a SW, they also understand how hard it can be to be
a good SW. That's why we reme ...
09-Oct-12 20:01 | SWSCmedia

RT @AuntyPri: Sometimes the negative experiences just seem to override the great experiences that social work
has given to families #SWS ...
09-Oct-12 20:01 | ProfSocialWork

RT @AuntyPri: Sometimes the negative experiences just seem to override the great experiences that social work
has given to families #SWS ...
09-Oct-12 20:02 | SWSCmedia

Thank you @ProfSocialWork for makin me think outside the box 2night. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:02 | kerrykerr1

RT @ProfSocialWork: @custodywidow hope BBC takes the complaint seriously & hope it impacts storyline
decision making? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:02 | custodywidow

@SWSCmedia I would be happy to fly the flag for SWs and the good they do. Have personal experience so you
have my support :) #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:02 | AngelMusik2011

@AuntyPri Good point. Can you elaborate on that please? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:02 | SWSCmedia

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia Needs to be far more
acknowledgment by #socialwork itself of the good it does and the thanks it gets 2/3
09-Oct-12 20:02 | SWSCmedia

@AuntyPri we need to get more of these positive messages & stories out there to help improve the image of
#socialwork #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:02 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Allsortsclub: #SWSCMedia who's interested in good news stories? Keep telling/showing social work failings
etc and people will keep w ...
09-Oct-12 20:02 | SWSCmedia

@HendryTina @ForSocialWork #swscmedia sim to NI an EPO may be persued but not because a mother is
arrested thats just ridiculous to suggest
09-Oct-12 20:03 | Topcat__50

RT @Canadian_Jai: I think that misconceptions are a byproduct of previous failures and they "haunt" the
profession longer than they need ...
09-Oct-12 20:03 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson this is 1 of probs, l-t neglect such damaging effects yet LAC espec children's homes have own
issues with cp.
#SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 20:03 | strictlyJessa

@SWSCmedia saves + changes lives, offers a new path to children in traumatic environments. It's not needed
it's essential #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:03 | Jimmymac1971

RT @Canadian_Jai: I think that misconceptions are a byproduct of previous failures and they "haunt" the
profession longer than they need ...
09-Oct-12 20:03 | AngelMusik2011

RT @kerrykerr1: @ProfSocialWork is the point then more need for a multi agency approach to CP in order 2
improve practice/outcomes for c ...
09-Oct-12 20:03 | SWSCmedia

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia I would be happy to fly the flag for SWs and the good they do. Have
personal experience so you have my su ...
09-Oct-12 20:03 | ProfSocialWork

RT @BASW_UK: @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 Just what balance as no profession should only be judged by
the worst cases. Distorts reality ...
09-Oct-12 20:03 | SWSCmedia

@AngelMusik2011 @Chocolate_Girly @SWSCmedia Interesting in abduction case, sw went 2 France & also in
recent shooting where children present
09-Oct-12 20:03 | BASW_UK

@gotaspareticket 'Good' or as I prefer 'best' doesn't work at any speed within sw itself. No celebration of good
work #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:04 | Harr_Ferguson

IMO the words of a French documentary maker apply to CP "my job is to shine a light on that, which without me,
would not be seen" #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:04 | gotaspareticket

@BASW_UK @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 Excellent point Nushra. Why is this a persisting problem for
#SocialWork? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:04 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia Agreed but there is still a knee jerk mentality within the mainstream media
regarding CP cases. Blame culture
09-Oct-12 20:04 | Jimmymac1971

@Canadian_Jai I agree this doesn't help #socialwork and ppls perceptions. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:04 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Topcat__50: @HendryTina @ForSocialWork #swscmedia sim to NI an EPO may be persued but not
because a mother is arrested thats just ri ...
09-Oct-12 20:05 | HendryTina

RT @itsmotherswork: @AngelMusik2011 @forsocialwork @swscmedia
...so decision-making is more transparent. Think general public would ben ...
09-Oct-12 20:05 | AngelMusik2011

We are extending today's debate by 30 mintues. #SWSCMedia #socialWork
09-Oct-12 20:05 | SWSCmedia

@TatteredandTorn @AngelMusik2011 @SWSCmedia It has been said before and i will say it again: We need a
good sw soap! Come on BBC #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:05 | BASW_UK

@PainIntoPeace @swscmedia as a SW and foster carer I can vouch for that. Currently complaining to HCPC re
shocking episode we had
09-Oct-12 20:05 | I_am_peevee

@PainIntoPeace @swscmedia Cos practice driven by mistakes is risk obsessed, over managed squeezing out
soulful work #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:06 | Harr_Ferguson

#swscmedia I think social work dept. should write success story regarding cases in the borough in free council
papers, this couldn't hurt.
09-Oct-12 20:06 | Allsortsclub

@gotaspareticket
...unlike dramas set in schools or cop-shops, which exist a-plenty.
Social-workers get walk-on parts in...

09-Oct-12 20:06 | itsmotherswork

#SWSCmedia
@Warriorbear777 Do you think that would make a difference? & Would the new name not be portrayed in the
same manner? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:06 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia yay :)
09-Oct-12 20:06 | AngelMusik2011

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia good social workers are amazing, but why focus on the good
if we can learn from the mistakes of ...
09-Oct-12 20:07 | SWSCmedia

#swscmedia as a child, social workers offered to remove us as children, my dad sad no, and we stayed. No
drama just common sense. #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:07 | BPDFFS

RT @Jimmymac1971: @ProfSocialWork @swscmedia Agreed but there is still a knee jerk mentality within the
mainstream media regarding CP ca ...
09-Oct-12 20:07 | AngelMusik2011

@Harr_Ferguson so true. Culturally, we fail so often to do that as a profession. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:07 | gotaspareticket

Hello all, apologies for my tardiness. Quickly trying to catch up ! #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:07 | vickydixon

“@SWSCmedia: We are extending today's debate by 30 mintues. #SWSCMedia #socialWork” thanks, this is so
important.
09-Oct-12 20:07 | custodywidow

We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human & trying to do good
#swscmedia & make change
09-Oct-12 20:07 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: imo think other professionals are more confident than #socialwork & this impacts how we
think about our roles #s ...
09-Oct-12 20:07 | HendryTina

RT @AngelMusik2011: @ProfSocialWork don't be disheartened SWs, addressing this issue through #swscmedia
debate will help correct misconc ...
09-Oct-12 20:07 | strictlyJessa

@gotaspareticket
...other people's dramas.
Try to imagine an R&A team sitcom in the style of M*A*S*H. Could that ever work?

09-Oct-12 20:07 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 Is it because society is threatened by what we do and who we
work with?Rights agenda? #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 20:08 | BASW_UK

@strictlyJessa Yes. Such a difficult no easy answer dilemma this. Earlier removal of children? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:08 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @SWSCmedia: Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is
risk of serious harm. #SWSCMed ...
09-Oct-12 20:08 | itsmotherswork

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:08 | itsmotherswork

@ProfSocialWork #SWSCMedia but sometimes I think trying isn't good enough. But trying and getting it wrong it
could end up worse for people
09-Oct-12 20:08 | PainIntoPeace

RT @Jimmymac1971 Agreed but there is still a knee jerk mentality within the mainstream media regarding CP
cases. Blame culture #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:08 | ProfSocialWork

@Jimmymac1971 @SWSCmedia remember the hashtag #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:09 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human &
trying to do good #swscme ...
09-Oct-12 20:09 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson @painintopeace @swscmedia *devils advocate* define 'soulful' practice if you will
09-Oct-12 20:09 | I_am_peevee

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia I took this pic of gratitude to #socialwork in a sw office today. Such positivity
much needed 3/3 http://t ...
09-Oct-12 20:09 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia we don't have a 'cure'
we provide tools to empower change. If other prof can't see that (or media) how will SU? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:09 | kerrykerr1

@SWSCmedia @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 2/2 After all we represent those who are marginalised. Do all
want power redistributed? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:09 | BASW_UK

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia yeah, my mum :) lol she's amazing at her job! Also had another good one, she
treated me like an equal. It wasn't about
09-Oct-12 20:09 | PainIntoPeace

@BASW_UK @TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia I think that's a marvelous idea. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:09 | AngelMusik2011

@PainIntoPeace @SWSCmedia promote good practice to help teach those who aren't so good rather than
labelling everyone as bad? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:09 | TatteredandTorn

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:10 | adyhewitt73

RT @SWSCmedia: Except in cases of emergency where there is imminent risk of serious harm removal of
children requires appropriate court ...
09-Oct-12 20:11 | adyhewitt73

@itsmotherswork ha ha, or a CP team in the style of #Spooks! I'd like to see a documentary as candid as
#Coppers on #Channel4 tho #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | gotaspareticket

#SWSCmedia Is part of problem tht most people never meet a social worker? & when they do the SW is prob a
gatekeeper in difficult situation?
09-Oct-12 20:11 | vickydixon

RT @jlwestwood: The media and social work - my chapter in forthcoming Sage publication - Key concepts in
social work @AMLTaylor66 @bonkl ...
09-Oct-12 20:11 | itsmotherswork

@I_am_peevee @PainIntoPeace & Are there any good socialworkers? & if yes then is it fair/right to paint all with
the same brush? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | SWSCmedia

RT @gotaspareticket: I heard it said that 'good' works at the wrong speed for the media, it's slow, gradual, it
builds. Bad = fast, sudd ...
09-Oct-12 20:11 | itsmotherswork

RT @SWSCmedia: Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is
risk of serious harm. #SWSCMed ...
09-Oct-12 20:11 | BabyRug

@itsmotherswork @gotaspareticket But soaps are all about human beings and messy issues so it would fit and
get byond surface #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | BASW_UK

@ProfSocialWork I wanted to write one like the Teachers series a few years back #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | custodywidow

@gotaspareticket Think that's a really good point.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:11 | itsmotherswork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @PainIntoPeace @swscmedia Cos practice driven by mistakes is risk obsessed, over
managed squeezing out soulful work # ...
09-Oct-12 20:11 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork I agree education is key. Police & fire service visited my school but never SW. How do we
educate if not #EE ? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | kerrykerr1

@TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia not about pat on the back,relates to giving the public a balanced view point.
Don't be afraid of this #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | AngelMusik2011

somewhere along the lines, social work has lost its voice, this is our time2rise up&share the positive outcomes
and breakthroughs#SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 20:11 | AuntyPri

RT @Allsortsclub: #swscmedia I think social work dept. should write success story regarding cases in the
borough in free council papers, ...
09-Oct-12 20:12 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @PainIntoPeace @swscmedia Cos practice driven by mistakes is risk obsessed, over
managed squeezing out soulful work # ...
09-Oct-12 20:13 | AngelMusik2011

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia yeah, my mum :) lol she's amazing at her job! Also had
another good one, she treated me like an ...
09-Oct-12 20:13 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson need to get my thinking cap on very difficult question #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:13 | ProfSocialWork

@TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia yeah I guess that does make sense. Maybe showing the good bits would
inspire young social workers! #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:13 | PainIntoPeace

@PainIntoPeace Is she a socialworker? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:13 | SWSCmedia

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 Is it because society is threatened by what we
do and who we work with?Rights agenda ...
09-Oct-12 20:13 | SWSCmedia

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia @ProfSocialWork @kerrykerr1 2/2 After all we represent those who are
marginalised. Do all want power redistribu ...
09-Oct-12 20:13 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: RT @Jimmymac1971 Agreed but there is still a knee jerk mentality within the mainstream
media regarding CP cases. Bla ...
09-Oct-12 20:14 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia yeah, she worked with children and families and now with foster carers :)
09-Oct-12 20:14 | PainIntoPeace

#swscmedia question, was Eastenders portraying poor social work or a serious lack of care by parent whose duty
is to provide clean safe home
09-Oct-12 20:14 | Allsortsclub

RT @ProfSocialWork: We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human &
trying to do good #swscme ...
09-Oct-12 20:14 | SWSCmedia

#SWSCMedia doing my bit to promote SW thru voluntary work in hospital & CoSW spokesperson. Debunking
myths as I go. Gen public have no idea
09-Oct-12 20:14 | custodywidow

@Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork There are people out there who have written them so we should ask them
perhap. Many are sws #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:14 | BASW_UK

@Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork "Child snatching bastards"? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:15 | gotaspareticket

RT @ProfSocialWork: We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human &
trying to do good #swscme ...
09-Oct-12 20:15 | mynameisjaac

RT @glengaugh #SWSCmedia @SWSCmedia Duty has kept me away during the chat- checking in now thoughhope all is well.
09-Oct-12 20:15 | SWSCmedia

#SWSCMedia how about "the misunderstood"? For SW soap
09-Oct-12 20:16 | custodywidow

@glengaugh Thank you Glen. & look forward to seeing you in future debates. :-)
09-Oct-12 20:16 | SWSCmedia

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @TatteredandTorn @angelmusik2011 @swscmedia No No No... Truthful stiry telling / Self
affirmation is completely accep ...
09-Oct-12 20:16 | AngelMusik2011

@BASW_UK @gotaspareticket
Absolutely. Would love to see it tried.
At work we sometimes say "we should turn this into a soap"

09-Oct-12 20:16 | itsmotherswork

#SWSCmedia
@ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson I think you should resurrect Brookside with a social work slant. Think
Sopranos cross Jeremy Kyle #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:16 | vickydixon

@BASW_UK @swscmedia @profsocialwork fear may be an issue, SW do have power and all families make
mistakes, we're human. (1/2)
09-Oct-12 20:16 | kerrykerr1

RT @ProfSocialWork: We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human &
trying to do good #swscme ...
09-Oct-12 20:16 | daily_sam24

@BASW_UK @Harr_Ferguson soap or fly on the wall documentary - protection our children was very good.
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:16 | ProfSocialWork

RT @kerrykerr1: @ProfSocialWork I agree education is key. Police & fire service visited my school but never
SW. How do we educate if ...
09-Oct-12 20:16 | itsmotherswork

RT @ProfSocialWork: @kerrykerr1 allowing SW autonomy does not detract from SU autonomy. hierarchy of
profs contributes to the structural ...
09-Oct-12 20:17 | Canadian_Jai

@Harr_Ferguson @TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia agree truth reporting of facts is necessary #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:17 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: @I_am_peevee @PainIntoPeace & Are there any good socialworkers? & if yes then is it
fair/right to paint all with ...
09-Oct-12 20:17 | Canadian_Jai

@BASW_UK @swscmedia @profsocialwork (2/2) to share power is to share responsibility and agency need to
recognise this more #SWSCMeda
09-Oct-12 20:17 | kerrykerr1

RT @BASW_UK: @itsmotherswork @gotaspareticket But soaps are all about human beings and messy issues
so it would fit and get byond surfac ...
09-Oct-12 20:18 | SWSCmedia

RT @itsmotherswork: @BASW_UK @gotaspareticket
Absolutely. Would love to see it tried.
At work we sometimes say "we should turn this in ...

09-Oct-12 20:18 | SWSCmedia

@BPDFFS my situation was the opposite as a child we should have been removed but were not. Needs of the
child ignored. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:18 | Canadian_Jai

@gotaspareticket @profsocialwork Too subtle - you can do better #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:18 | Harr_Ferguson

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia dam 144 characters . I shall remember
09-Oct-12 20:18 | Jimmymac1971

RT @BASW_UK: @Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork Let's not forget Tracey Beaker done wonders for kids tv so
come on adult programmmers take n ...
09-Oct-12 20:18 | HendryTina

..."Tracy Beaker" on CBBC. Regardless of quality of that portrayal she sees social work as legit & interesting
profession.
09-Oct-12 20:19 | itsmotherswork

#SWSCmedia
Perhaps Sociologists here would confirm, but would not #socialwork vilification and misrepresentation be seen as
'functional'? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:19 | ForSocialWork

...not sure I'd even heard of social work at the same age.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:19 | itsmotherswork

RT @custodywidow: #SWSCMedia how about "the misunderstood"? For SW soap
09-Oct-12 20:19 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @custodywidow @profsocialwork Huh? Still finding it's feet: the profession is over 100 yrs
old! #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:19 | Canadian_Jai

@itsmotherswork @kerrykerr1 many schools have Health and Social Care as a GCSE/A-Level option, definately
an opp there #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:20 | SocialWorkKent

RT @kerrykerr1: @ProfSocialWork I agree education is key. Police & fire service visited my school but never
SW. How do we educate if ...
09-Oct-12 20:20 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @AngelMusik2011 @TatteredandTorn @swscmedia #swscmedia fact is people are afraid of
the unknown or what they dont understand
09-Oct-12 20:20 | Topcat__50

RT @itsmotherswork: @BASW_UK @gotaspareticket
Absolutely. Would love to see it tried.
At work we sometimes say "we should turn this in ...

09-Oct-12 20:20 | AngelMusik2011

@ForSocialWork excellent question. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:21 | AngelMusik2011

RT @ProfSocialWork: @kerrykerr1 agree we need to make the profession more accessible for it to be more
understood & appreciated #sws ...
09-Oct-12 20:21 | kerrykerr1

@custodywidow that was a good show #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:21 | ProfSocialWork

@ForSocialWork the vilification of the public sector and therefore it's workers is a common theory in this regards
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:21 | SocialWorkKent

RT @Allsortsclub: #swscmedia I think social work dept. should write success story regarding cases in the
borough in free council papers, ...
09-Oct-12 20:21 | ProfJScourfield

RT @Topcat__50: @Harr_Ferguson @AngelMusik2011 @TatteredandTorn @swscmedia #swscmedia fact is
people are afraid of the unknown or what t ...
09-Oct-12 20:21 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 4: What can be done to correct misinformed & distorted portrayals of #socialwork
such as that of Eastenders? ...
09-Oct-12 20:21 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SocialWorkKent: @ForSocialWork the vilification of the public sector and therefore it's workers is a
common theory in this regards # ...
09-Oct-12 20:22 | ForSocialWork

RT @gotaspareticket: I heard it said that 'good' works at the wrong speed for the media, it's slow, gradual, it
builds. Bad = fast, sudd ...
09-Oct-12 20:22 | IthinkIamCarrie

RT @gotaspareticket: @Harr_Ferguson @ProfSocialWork "Child snatching bastards"? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:22 | ProfSocialWork

@itsmotherswork reality now lots of children have #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:22 | HendryTina

@kerrykerr1 @swscmedia @profsocialwork not saying power is never misused, mistakes never happen.Have 2
b quick 2 put up hands 2 #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:22 | BASW_UK

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @gotaspareticket @profsocialwork Too subtle - you can do better #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:22 | ProfSocialWork

@SWSCmedia educate from early age. School visits in primary schools to understand the role encourage
engagement #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:22 | kerrykerr1

RT @ProfSocialWork: British Association of #SocialWorkers (BASW) complains about East Enders:
http://t.co/slKbyA4q check out comments v ...
09-Oct-12 20:22 | Stuarthutson

@SocialWorkKent @itsmotherswork @kerrykerr i've visited schools with other social workers from my borough a
number of times #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:23 | Ermintrude2

... need MORE representations of parents & families difficulties in accessing support AND better representations
of social work? #SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | HazzyC

@ForSocialWork old but a good 'Un! #SWSCMedia http://t.co/kkBCNSut
09-Oct-12 20:24 | SocialWorkKent

@Canadian_Jai maybe I should have, I now have BPD, Bio Social theory says I have been affected Who
knows? Hard decisions to make #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | BPDFFS

#swscmedia there isn't enough money or time given to SW to keep up with the latests policy, cultural and social
changes#training #workshops
09-Oct-12 20:24 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Canadian_Jai: #swscmedia the problem also lies with the desperate need to constantly educate on new
policies, social norms. Agencies ...
09-Oct-12 20:24 | custodywidow

@SWSCmedia Have to dialogue with prog makers. Challenge them but also offer to work with them. Send in
scripts budding writers! #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | BASW_UK

Can #socialworkers effectively challenge progs like #BBC Eastenders to ensure more ethical & accurate
portrayal of #SocialWortk #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | SWSCmedia

@Topcat__50 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia I agree but no excuse to avoid finding out what the facts are.
Ignorance is not bliss. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | AngelMusik2011

@SWSCmedia Oh, I suppose I'll trot out SWIM (Social Work Integrated Media) strategy again. We really DO
need that. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia I think that starts with creating better, understanding social workers. Sorry for the negative view!
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | PainIntoPeace

@SWSCmedia @painintopeace 2 kids removed after nqsw and manager colluded in misrepresenting and
fabricating events. 1/2 #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:24 | I_am_peevee

@Canadian_Jai agree & policy usually knee jerk reaction & this can lead to most ppl thinking that we SWers dont
have a clue #swscmedia 1/2
09-Oct-12 20:24 | ProfSocialWork

RT @Canadian_Jai: #swscmedia there isn't enough money or time given to SW to keep up with the latests
policy, cultural and social change ...
09-Oct-12 20:24 | custodywidow

RT @itsmotherswork: I like @kerrykerr1's idea of doing school visits.
My 10yo daughter is fascinated by idea of social work since watchi ...
09-Oct-12 20:24 | SWSCmedia

RT @Canadian_Jai: @BPDFFS my situation was the opposite as a child we should have been removed but were
not. Needs of the child ignored. ...
09-Oct-12 20:25 | SWSCmedia

@Canadian_Jai of whats going on as everything is 'reformed' every 5 seconds #swscmedia can barely keep up
with the all the chnages
09-Oct-12 20:25 | ProfSocialWork

@SocialWorkKent @ForSocialWork Not sure if that's true. Don't see dustmen or librarians getting a hard time
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:25 | gotaspareticket

@SWSCmedia Social media has a vital role in challenging distorted views. #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:25 | Jimmymac1971

RT @ProfJScourfield: #SWSCMedia new JKRowling novel has a sympathetic CP social worker I think though I'm
only 80pp in so we'll see how ...
09-Oct-12 20:25 | HendryTina

RT @ProfSocialWork: @kerrykerr1 agree we need to make the profession more accessible for it to be more
understood & appreciated #sws ...
09-Oct-12 20:25 | SWSCmedia

RT @Topcat__50: @Harr_Ferguson @AngelMusik2011 @TatteredandTorn @swscmedia #swscmedia fact is
people are afraid of the unknown or what t ...
09-Oct-12 20:26 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia for the sake of our profession and integrity of our workforce I sincerely hope so! Otherwise what
am I training for? #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:26 | kerrykerr1

@Ermintrude2 @socialworkkent @kerrykerr
Good for you. Interesting. None of my children (yet) had a visit paid to their school.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:26 | itsmotherswork

@Chocolate_Girly @Harr_Ferguson include the hashtag so everyone can see your tweets #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:26 | ProfSocialWork

RT @kerrykerr1: @SWSCmedia educate from early age. School visits in primary schools to understand the role
encourage engagement #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:26 | SWSCmedia

@gotaspareticket @forsocialwork really? I do! Maybe not as media driven but treatment wise they do!
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:26 | SocialWorkKent

RT @ForSocialWork: @SWSCmedia Oh, I suppose I'll trot out SWIM (Social Work Integrated Media) strategy
again. We really DO need that. #s ...
09-Oct-12 20:26 | HendryTina

@vickydixon @ProfSocialWork @Harr_Ferguson Loved Brookie! Commission Phil Redmond to write sw soap.
Nushra #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:26 | BASW_UK

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SocialWorkKent Crucial point. Sw bashing part of Neo liberal dismantling of welfare
state, all profs more/less despi ...
09-Oct-12 20:26 | itsmotherswork

@gotaspareticket Ah no, precisely, because it isn't 'functional' to denigrate them @SocialWorkKent #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:27 | ForSocialWork

RT @ProfJScourfield #SWSCMedia sorry to miss it all. Looks like good debate. << What do you think is the way
forward? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:27 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @painintopeace lied to Guardian. kids had 3rd change in 4 months! ind investigation upheld 10 of
11 point complaint. #SWSCMeda
09-Oct-12 20:27 | I_am_peevee

RT @ProfSocialWork: @Canadian_Jai of whats going on as everything is 'reformed' every 5 seconds
#swscmedia can barely keep up with the a ...
09-Oct-12 20:27 | custodywidow

RT @kerrykerr1: @SWSCmedia for the sake of our profession and integrity of our workforce I sincerely hope so!
Otherwise what am I traini ...
09-Oct-12 20:27 | SWSCmedia

RT @kerrykerr1: @SWSCmedia educate from early age. School visits in primary schools to understand the role
encourage engagement #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:27 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SWSCmedia: Can #socialworkers effectively challenge progs like #BBC Eastenders to ensure more ethical
& accurate portrayal of # ...
09-Oct-12 20:27 | ProfSocialWork

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia I think that starts with creating better, understanding social workers. Sorry
for the negative view! #swcs ...
09-Oct-12 20:28 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: @kerrykerr1 agree we need to make the profession more accessible for it to be more
understood & appreciated #sws ...
09-Oct-12 20:28 | AngelMusik2011

RT @SocialWorkKent: @ForSocialWork old but a good 'Un! #SWSCMedia http://t.co/kkBCNSut
09-Oct-12 20:28 | jlwestwood

#swscmedia Q4, school visits, press stories, documentaries, open days etc.
09-Oct-12 20:28 | Allsortsclub

@ForSocialWork @swscmedia Don't apologise ! #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:28 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @Ant_Vaughan: RT to show disapproval @BBCEastenders lack of consultation with the #socialwork
#socialcare storyline @BASW_UK @SWSCmed ...
09-Oct-12 20:28 | melowens23

@BASW_UK If you want to take lead on designing / operating a SWIM (Social Work Integrated Media) strategy, I
will contribute. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:28 | ForSocialWork

@SWSCmedia they know the realities from their documentaries. Sensationalism gets free press for them though
so they dont care #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:29 | TatteredandTorn

@PainIntoPeace Do you think anything positive about #socialwork? & is it important to the society?
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:30 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Can #socialworkers effectively challenge progs like #BBC Eastenders to ensure more ethical
& accurate portrayal of # ...
09-Oct-12 20:30 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Jimmymac1971 @SWSCmedia Social media has a vital role in challenging distorted views. #swcsmedia <<
Excellent point.
09-Oct-12 20:30 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia definitely
09-Oct-12 20:30 | AngelMusik2011

Q4: We need to think grass root campaigns influencing government & policy more. building our profession from
the bottom up #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:31 | ProfSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Can #socialworkers effectively challenge progs like #BBC Eastenders to ensure more ethical
& accurate portrayal of # ...
09-Oct-12 20:31 | TaperJeanGirl1

RT @I_am_peevee: @SWSCmedia @painintopeace 2 kids removed after nqsw and manager colluded in
misrepresenting and fabricating events. 1/ ...
09-Oct-12 20:31 | SWSCmedia

#swscmedia what are you going to do about this as a group of professionals? As someone with BPD I go out &
raise awareness, education is key
09-Oct-12 20:31 | BPDFFS

@ForSocialWork #swscmedia TY. My colleagues would be v happy to collaborate with u and others to do this.
Let's talk Nushra #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:31 | BASW_UK

RT @ProfSocialWork: Q4: We need to think grass root campaigns influencing government & policy more.
building our profession from the ...
09-Oct-12 20:31 | AngelMusik2011

RT @ProfSocialWork: @kerrykerr1 allowing SW autonomy does not detract from SU autonomy. hierarchy of
profs contributes to the structural ...
09-Oct-12 20:31 | sharonsoper1

RT @I_am_peevee: @SWSCmedia @painintopeace lied to Guardian. kids had 3rd change in 4 months! ind
investigation upheld 10 of 11 point co ...
09-Oct-12 20:31 | SWSCmedia

“@funtabulousrose: @BASW_UK @itsmotherswork messy issues - the rag and bone shop of the heart - sws
societies splints?”
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:32 | itsmotherswork

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia yes of course, I want to be a social worker one day :) I think social workers can
make a huge difference!!
09-Oct-12 20:32 | PainIntoPeace

@PainIntoPeace @SWSCmedia so we need to improve social work training perhaps? #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:32 | TatteredandTorn

@BASW_UK Goodoo. I'll email you Nushra. Perhaps we can start then invite others in - which is indeed the very
point of a SWIM. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:33 | ForSocialWork

RT @Canadian_Jai: @Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork sadly it is. Social work is celebrating
100 years in Canada. But long way ...
09-Oct-12 20:33 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork absolutely, like many professions, boxes ticked at strategic level however in reAlity no effect at
coalface #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:33 | HendryTina

RT @ProfSocialWork: Q4: We need to think grass root campaigns influencing government & policy more.
building our profession from the ...
09-Oct-12 20:34 | Canadian_Jai

RT @BPDFFS: #swscmedia what are you going to do about this as a group of professionals? As someone with
BPD I go out & raise awarene ...
09-Oct-12 20:34 | Canadian_Jai

@Harr_Ferguson @basw_uk
Am glad tho' there's a prog for children that means I at least I have the conversation with 10yo.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:34 | itsmotherswork

@ProfSocialWork @swscmedia I wander whether doing a media degree could be seen as CPD if I chose to
specialise in improving media views??
09-Oct-12 20:34 | Ant_Vaughan

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia yes of course, I want to be a social worker one day :) I think
social workers can make a huge d ...
09-Oct-12 20:34 | SWSCmedia

@I_am_peevee @painintopeace @swscmedia relationship based, gives the time needed, trustworthy, skilled
helping, ... #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:34 | Harr_Ferguson

@Chocolate_Girly good.. its settled then... let me give them a ring #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:34 | ProfSocialWork

#swscmedia we can use #socialmedia to build a confident & publicly recognisable role which is self determined,
not dictated by LA or TV
09-Oct-12 20:34 | custodywidow

RT @PainIntoPeace @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia but I think those who go into jobs like that and don't give
100% can ruin lives << V Important point
09-Oct-12 20:35 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia @painintopeace inv found SW felt threatened by our knowledge, and advocacy for kids.
Fabricated claim that partner 1/2 #SWSCMeda
09-Oct-12 20:35 | I_am_peevee

@itsmotherswork @funtabulousrose Telling it how it is is across all social strata etc. Let's break down
stereotypes #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:35 | BASW_UK

@AngelMusik2011 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia #swscmedia Im referring to the general perception of SW's
but if ur ref to the @bbc I 100% agree
09-Oct-12 20:35 | Topcat__50

@Canadian_Jai and my Social worker was the person there who helped me do that. Positives #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:36 | BPDFFS

@ForSocialWork Great. Always good to turn thoughts into actions. I look forward to that. Nushra #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:36 | BASW_UK

@Ant_Vaughan @SWSCmedia awesome idea #swscmedia would really improve communication with media &
our image
09-Oct-12 20:37 | ProfSocialWork

@AngelMusik2011 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia #swscmedia I feel there is a mass ignorance of the role and
”powers“ of a SW but who's to blame ?
09-Oct-12 20:38 | Topcat__50

@Topcat__50 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia @BBC yes was referring to BBC prog.
09-Oct-12 20:38 | AngelMusik2011

@itsmotherswork @Harr_Ferguson That was my experience 2 when a girl asked me if i watched it and was like
Tracey's sw! Icebreaker #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:38 | BASW_UK

@SWSCmedia @painintopeace 2/2 "out of control" at contact. Stated 3 'profs' concerned. Didn't happen.
'Witnesses' unaware of it! #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:38 | I_am_peevee

@custodywidow @profsocialwork Don't we? I know lots who have strong sense of prof identity & love what they
do. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:38 | Harr_Ferguson

@custodywidow right.. hangs up phone... #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:38 | ProfSocialWork

#swscmedia police bloggers like @ConstableChaos & @InspGadgetBlogs have gone a long way towards
debunking police myths & showing human side
09-Oct-12 20:38 | custodywidow

@AngelMusik2011 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia @BBC def agree, they have the power and resources to
present situations factually and didnt !
09-Oct-12 20:39 | Topcat__50

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @SWSCmedia #swscmedia The problem is not enough #socialworker to keep children
safe, to go where other profs fear to ...
09-Oct-12 20:40 | CatherinBrunton

RT @ProfJScourfield: #SWSCMedia new JKRowling novel has a sympathetic CP social worker I think though I'm
only 80pp in so we'll see how ...
09-Oct-12 20:40 | ProfSocialWork

Unlike most professions, #Socialwork ers are deeply engaged with the lived experience of their service users.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:40 | SWSCmedia

This means living & dealing with complexity & continuously evolving & very difficult situations. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:40 | SWSCmedia

#SocialWork operates in the intraspace between the confines of public & private spheres & this complicates its
interventions. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:41 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork and your passion is evident #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:41 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
...the SW's professional confidence and strong sense of professional identity...
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:41 | itsmotherswork

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia but I think those who go into jobs like that and don't give
100% can ruin lives
09-Oct-12 20:41 | ProfSocialWork

@ProfSocialWork @custodywidow hahaha oh gosh. Soon we'll be drafted in as the actors. Mmmm not a bad
thought. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:41 | Canadian_Jai

RT @BPDFFS: @Canadian_Jai and my Social worker was the person there who helped me do that. Positives
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:41 | Canadian_Jai

@Topcat__50 @Harr_Ferguson @SWSCmedia @BBC agree and so disappointing they failed to achieve this.
#annoyed #incompetent
09-Oct-12 20:41 | AngelMusik2011

RT @custodywidow: #swscmedia police bloggers like @ConstableChaos & @InspGadgetBlogs have gone a
long way towards debunking police m ...
09-Oct-12 20:41 | HendryTina

RT @PainIntoPeace: @SWSCmedia #SWSCMedia yes of course, I want to be a social worker one day :) I think
social workers can make a huge d ...
09-Oct-12 20:42 | ProfSocialWork

Nothing new here. Once wrote an article referring to research I did that of 100 SW stories in nat press 1977-87
only 3 positive #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:42 | ForSocialWork

RT @SWSCmedia: Unlike most professions, #Socialwork ers are deeply engaged with the lived experience of
their service users. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:42 | AngelMusik2011

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
...quite intimidating.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:42 | itsmotherswork

#SocialWork plays a very important & fundamental role in society & >>> #SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 20:42 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: This means living & dealing with complexity & continuously evolving & very difficult situations.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:42 | AngelMusik2011

RT @HendryTina: @ProfSocialWork absolutely, like many professions, boxes ticked at strategic level however in
reAlity no effect at coalf ...
09-Oct-12 20:42 | custodywidow

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia because people dont understand what we do until we have to intervene
and when we do it causes resentment ...
09-Oct-12 20:43 | AuntyPri

RT @SWSCmedia: Question 2: If the role of CP is to work with families to ensure the best outcomes for children.
Then why is it so misund ...
09-Oct-12 20:43 | AuntyPri

Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage both SW & the
children that we help. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:44 | SWSCmedia

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
Not suggesting they shouldn't have professional confidence, only that it will be
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:44 | itsmotherswork

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:44 | AngelMusik2011

Thank U for joining & sharing your views on this important issue. Please do continue sharing your views using
#SWSCMedia #BBC #MakeitRight
09-Oct-12 20:44 | SWSCmedia

@itsmotherswork @custodywidow @profsocialwork Really? How interesting. Why? what's going on ?
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:44 | Harr_Ferguson

@custodywidow @ConstableChaos @InspGadgetBlogs a lot of our local Police tweet too @SussexPoliceCus
@Insp_Lyons @KemptownPolice #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:45 | gotaspareticket

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:45 | AuntyPri

RT @SWSCmedia: Socialworkers do not have the power to remove a child from the family except when there is
risk of serious harm. #SWSCMed ...
09-Oct-12 20:45 | CatherinBrunton

RT @SWSCmedia: Separating children from their families is used only in extreme cases & as the very last resort.
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:45 | CatherinBrunton

RT @Harr_Ferguson: #swscmedia I took this pic of gratitude to #socialwork in a sw office today. Such positivity
much needed 3/3 http://t ...
09-Oct-12 20:45 | CatherinBrunton

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:45 | ForSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
...experienced /relatively/.
Some circs / colleagues will make SWs come across...
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:45 | itsmotherswork

RT @HendryTina @SWSCmedia interest, are SW offered critical incident debriefing #swcsmedia << Excellent
question. Unfortunately not always.
09-Oct-12 20:45 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: RT @TatteredandTorn @SWSCmedia Social workers are only ever in the press for
misconceptions or mistakes not the good work ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | AuntyPri

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | itsmotherswork

RT @SWSCmedia: Thank U for joining & sharing your views on this important issue. Please do continue sharing
your views using #SWSCM ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | itsmotherswork

RT @itsmotherswork: ..."Tracy Beaker" on CBBC. Regardless of quality of that portrayal she sees social work as
legit & interesting p ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | CatherinBrunton

RT @itsmotherswork: ...not sure I'd even heard of social work at the same age.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:46 | CatherinBrunton

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | kevbartle

RT @custodywidow: @Harr_Ferguson @profsocialwork then why aren't we behaving like we are that well
established? We still don't have a co ...
09-Oct-12 20:46 | SWSCmedia

RT @gotaspareticket: I heard it said that 'good' works at the wrong speed for the media, it's slow, gradual, it
builds. Bad = fast, sudd ...
09-Oct-12 20:47 | HildaPalmer

RT @ProfJScourfield: #SWSCMedia new JKRowling novel has a sympathetic CP social worker I think though I'm
only 80pp in so we'll see how ...
09-Oct-12 20:47 | CatherinBrunton

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:47 | barberk007

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
E.g. Fam worker will have a concern, make referral, be told v firmly not an issue.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:48 | itsmotherswork

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 20:48 | custodywidow

@SWSCmedia I believe the media/press believe so & research supports that too. No failure of services, no story.
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:48 | strictlyJessa

@SWSCmedia Thanks for tonight debate, difficult for many SWs but glad been tackled quickly. Keep doing your
best regardless SWs. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:48 | AngelMusik2011

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @I_am_peevee @painintopeace @swscmedia relationship based, gives the time needed,
trustworthy, skilled helping, ... # ...
09-Oct-12 20:48 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia thank u for hosting such a lively & worthwhile debate. As a 1st timer I loved it! #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:49 | custodywidow

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
...knowledge treated as though irrelevant. It's why I keep trying to encourage...
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:49 | itsmotherswork

RT @AngelMusik2011: @SWSCmedia Thanks for tonight debate, difficult for many SWs but glad been tackled
quickly. Keep doing your best reg ...
09-Oct-12 20:49 | SWSCmedia

RT @custodywidow: @Harr_Ferguson @profsocialwork but this not conveyed out to the public in a way they can
relate to or recognise #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:50 | HendryTina

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
...conversations about risk / protective factors etc. so decision-making is clear.
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:50 | itsmotherswork

RT @Canadian_Jai: I think that misconceptions are a byproduct of previous failures and they "haunt" the
profession longer than they need ...
09-Oct-12 20:50 | strictlyJessa

RT @Ant_Vaughan: RT to show disapproval @BBCEastenders lack of consultation with the #socialwork
#socialcare storyline @BASW_UK @SWSCmed ...
09-Oct-12 20:50 | NikkiBeeSW

@SWSCmedia #SWSCMeda loved that debate! Love that my opinions and views are always accepted :) thank
you
09-Oct-12 20:50 | PainIntoPeace

RT @SWSCmedia: Unlike most professions, #Socialwork ers are deeply engaged with the lived experience of
their service users. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:51 | ladyaka02

thanks @swscmedia great debate #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:51 | ProfSocialWork

@Harr_Ferguson @custodywidow @profsocialwork
Why does SW consider situation 'safe' or 'unsafe'. It's OK to ask. Other...
#SWSCmedia

09-Oct-12 20:51 | itsmotherswork

@AngelMusik2011 Thank you Nikki for joining & sharing your views. Sad situation but lovely to have you :-)
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:51 | SWSCmedia

RT @custodywidow: @SWSCmedia thank u for hosting such a lively & worthwhile debate. As a 1st timer I loved
it! #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:51 | SWSCmedia

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia A little acknowledged fact: social workers don't decide whether to remove
children. Family courts do. #S ...
09-Oct-12 20:52 | mariakholmes

@custodywidow Thank you for joining & sharing your views & Welcome to @SWSCMedia Lovely to have you :-)
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:52 | SWSCmedia

RT @chrisman125: #swscmedia LAC understand the role of a SW, they also understand how hard it can be to be
a good SW. That's why we reme ...
09-Oct-12 20:53 | harveygallagher

@PainIntoPeace Very Welcome Marie. We're an open community & Your views are always valued &
appreciated. Lovely to have you :-) #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 20:53 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: We need a soap for #socialworkers think it will help ppl see social workers as human &
trying to do good #swscme ...
09-Oct-12 20:53 | mariakholmes

RT @ProfJScourfield: #SWSCMedia new JKRowling novel has a sympathetic CP social worker I think though I'm
only 80pp in so we'll see how ...
09-Oct-12 20:53 | L0st4words

@SWSCmedia was fab, see passionate professionals standing up for what they believe in #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:54 | HendryTina

RT @ProfSocialWork thanks @swscmedia great debate #swscmedia << Thank you as always for joining &
sharing your views. #BBC #MakeitRight
09-Oct-12 20:55 | SWSCmedia

@aish81 It it, isn't it. Appalling. #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:55 | ForSocialWork

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia Thank you for this debate. Keep up the hard work social work colleagues
even in the face of doubt #SWSCM ...
09-Oct-12 20:55 | SWSCmedia

Another up to date & relevant debate by @SWSCmedia TY everyone for RT, follows and general comments
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:56 | kerrykerr1

@TatteredandTorn V Welcome & TY Sam. It's a sad situation, but, good to see #SocialWorkers come together to
challenge #BBC to #MakeitRight
09-Oct-12 20:57 | SWSCmedia

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia TY again 4 facilitating this important debate and 2 all those who contributed 2 a
rich discussion which goes on ...
09-Oct-12 20:57 | SWSCmedia

@SWSCmedia thanks for having me. See you all next week :) #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:57 | AngelMusik2011

@itsmotherswork How interesting. I suspect #socialwork would be surprised to hear this. Often feels
misunderstood #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 20:57 | Harr_Ferguson

@BASW_UK & TY Nushra as always. It's a difficult situation, but, good to see #SocialWorkers come together to
challenge #BBC to #MakeitRight
09-Oct-12 20:58 | SWSCmedia

RT @HendryTina: @SWSCmedia was fab, see passionate professionals standing up for what they believe in
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 20:58 | SWSCmedia

RT @HendryTina: @SWSCmedia first time i was offered it i felt didnt need it! thankfully went crucial to dealing
with events #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 21:00 | SWSCmedia

RT @chrisman125: #swscmedia LAC understand the role of a SW, they also understand how hard it can be to be
a good SW. That's why we reme ...
09-Oct-12 21:01 | gallagherone

RT @custodywidow: @SWSCmedia thank u for hosting such a lively & worthwhile debate. As a 1st timer I loved
it! #swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 21:02 | HendryTina

Excellent and important debate touching upon very many significant matters. Thank you @SWSCmedia and
colleagues #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:02 | ForSocialWork

very relevant debate today @swscmedia thanks again #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:02 | ProfSocialWork

RT @ProfSocialWork: thanks @swscmedia great debate #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:02 | HendryTina

@SWSCmedia Yes, let's keep on keeping on and as 2nite make some noise as sw was once dubbed as prof
that gives others a voice #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:03 | BASW_UK

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Yes, let's keep on keeping on and as 2nite make some noise as sw was once
dubbed as prof that gives others a vo ...
09-Oct-12 21:03 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork seems like I missed this one :-( Shame. Next time. @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 21:05 | aish81

RT @HendryTina: @SWSCmedia was fab, see passionate professionals standing up for what they believe in
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 21:05 | funtabulousrose

@BASW_UK Yes indeed. & some of the problems are quite deep rooted. For instance: http://t.co/fDmEtwSK
#SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:06 | SWSCmedia

RT @ForSocialWork: Excellent and important debate touching upon very many significant matters. Thank you
@SWSCmedia and colleagues #swsc ...
09-Oct-12 21:06 | SWSCmedia

@ForSocialWork Welcome & thank you for joining & sharing your views. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:06 | SWSCmedia

@aish81 @ForSocialWork @SWSCmedia Look forward to your views in our future debates. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:07 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork very relevant debate today @swscmedia thanks again #swscmedia << Most Welcome. :-)
09-Oct-12 21:07 | SWSCmedia

@KerryBull1 @PainIntoPeace Definitely. Challenging bad practice is indispensible if #socialwork wishes to be
respected. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:11 | SWSCmedia

RT @strictlyJessa: @PainIntoPeace @swscmedia totally agree, selection process needs to be more rigid I sit in
class with fellow trainees ...
09-Oct-12 21:12 | SWSCmedia

RT @ProfSocialWork: very relevant debate today @swscmedia thanks again #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:13 | Canadian_Jai

@itsmotherswork Tragic irony that those who have most contact with children have the lowest prof (self) esteem
#swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:14 | Harr_Ferguson

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 21:14 | strictlyJessa

@BASW_UK @SWSCmedia #swscmedia re Saville SW training teaches not to assume, therefore are allegations
not as such until proven otherwise
09-Oct-12 21:14 | Topcat__50

@strictlyJessa @PainIntoPeace If #SocialWork is to gain the influence it deserves it should enhance its
professional Identity >> #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:14 | SWSCmedia

@strictlyJessa @PainIntoPeace & that requires having the "professional pride", commitment, & courage to
challenge bad practice. #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:15 | SWSCmedia

RT @SWSCmedia: Media's distortion of #socialwork role as portrayed by #BBC Eastenders profoundly damage
both SW & the children that ...
09-Oct-12 21:16 | paul_trembath

RT @Topcat__50: @BASW_UK @SWSCmedia #swscmedia re Saville SW training teaches not to assume,
therefore are allegations not as such until ...
09-Oct-12 21:16 | SWSCmedia

RT @ForSocialWork: Nothing new here. Once wrote an article referring to research I did that of 100 SW stories in
nat press 1977-87 only ...
09-Oct-12 21:16 | strictlyJessa

RT @Harr_Ferguson: @itsmotherswork Tragic irony that those who have most contact with children have the
lowest prof (self) esteem #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:16 | SWSCmedia

RT @Topcat__50: @Harr_Ferguson @AngelMusik2011 @TatteredandTorn @swscmedia #swscmedia fact is
people are afraid of the unknown or what t ...
09-Oct-12 21:16 | ladyaka02

RT @SWSCmedia: @strictlyJessa @PainIntoPeace & that requires having the "professional pride", commitment,
& courage to challenge ...
09-Oct-12 21:17 | strictlyJessa

Fantastic debate! I have to say I learned quite a bit.Thanks everyone 4 sharing your expertise & personal
experiences #inspired #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:17 | Canadian_Jai

@SWSCmedia Thank you. I think Twitter in particular could be harnessed in order to facilitate changes in public
perception of CP workers
09-Oct-12 21:20 | Jimmymac1971

RT @BASW_UK: @SWSCmedia Yes, let's keep on keeping on and as 2nite make some noise as sw was once
dubbed as prof that gives others a vo ...
09-Oct-12 21:20 | Canadian_Jai

RT @ForSocialWork: Excellent and important debate touching upon very many significant matters. Thank you
@SWSCmedia and colleagues #swsc ...
09-Oct-12 21:21 | Canadian_Jai

RT @Canadian_Jai: Fantastic debate! I have to say I learned quite a bit.Thanks everyone 4 sharing your
expertise & personal experie ...
09-Oct-12 21:22 | SWSCmedia

RT @TatteredandTorn: @SWSCmedia Thank you for this debate. Keep up the hard work social work colleagues
even in the face of doubt #SWSCM ...
09-Oct-12 21:22 | Canadian_Jai

RT @HendryTina: @SWSCmedia was fab, see passionate professionals standing up for what they believe in
#swcsmedia
09-Oct-12 21:22 | Canadian_Jai

@Canadian_Jai Welcome & thank you for your feedback & for joining & sharing your views. See you tomorrow.
:-) #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:22 | SWSCmedia

@ProfSocialWork @SWSCmedia ditto :-) and there was no footie on to compete #InternationalBreak, although
#GBBO did it's best #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:23 | gotaspareticket

@SWSCmedia thanks! ;-) I'll be there!
09-Oct-12 21:24 | Canadian_Jai

Phew! I'm all twittered out! What with lively #swscmedia discussion & lots of chats, even popped over to
Facebook! Sgt Pleb's due home soon
09-Oct-12 21:27 | custodywidow

@aish81 Never mind, look forward to seeing you next time. @SWSCmedia
09-Oct-12 21:32 | ForSocialWork

RT @custodywidow: Phew! I'm all twittered out! What with lively #swscmedia discussion & lots of chats, even
popped over to Facebook! ...
09-Oct-12 21:35 | SWSCmedia

EE tonight there is no way that a court in the land would order an interim care order on that ridiculous
evidence.@bbc disgrace #swscmedia
09-Oct-12 21:36 | mellowfatchick

RT @mellowfatchick: EE tonight there is no way that a court in the land would order an interim care order on that
ridiculous evidence.@b ...
09-Oct-12 21:43 | SWSCmedia

RT @Canadian_Jai @SWSCmedia thanks! ;-) I'll be there! << Excellent. :-) #SWSCMedia
09-Oct-12 21:44 | SWSCmedia

